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A new Skyrim HD texture package has been released for the game's special edition, which features over 10GB of textures ranging from 1K to 4K resolution. While there are many texture packs for The Elder Scrolls V, this all-new HD package aims to combine all these packages into a single package. Created by
'Luxor8071', the Skyrim HD SE pack replaces thousands of in-game textures, including its dungeons, sky, architecture and more. Interesting to note is that this huge texture pack also works with Skyrim's Dawnguard and Dragonborn DLCs. Truth be told, it's a nice package and ideal for those who don't want to waste their
time looking for individual texture packs. We have included some screenshots from this texture pack in action below: Those interested can download the package through Nexusmods here. Skyrim Special Edition is available now for PC, PS4 and Xbox One. This package is only available for the PC version. News video
game March 09, 2020, 14:47 author: Milosz Szubert Recently a set called Tamrielic Textures 1 - Landscapes was released online to significantly beautify The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim in both the standard version with extensions and Special Edition. This is the first part of a larger project. In a NUTSHELLModern named
ciathyza has published a change titled Tamrielic Textures 1 - Landscapes for The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim.This is part of a larger project that will ultimately change all textures in Bethesda production. We've seen another mod to increase the number of unofficial projects in order to improve visuals in The Elder Scrolls V:
Skyrim. More than eight years ago the release of Bethesda's work, several thousand mods have appeared on a different scale, and more are still being created. The latest, titled Tamrielic Textures 1 - Landscapes, recently made its online debut. The creator of mod, ciathyza, prepared his version for both regular Skyrim
with extensions and Special Edition. You can download them by going to the following pages. Such views promote another adventure. Tamrielic Textures 1 - Landscapes is the first part of a larger project that will eventually change all textures in The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim. The package published last week includes
land, cliffs, mountains, as well as trails and roads. Improved versions of the terrain are available in three resolution variants - 1K, 2K and 4K. For the latter two, it is recommended to have 6 GB or more GPU memory. Youtuber hodilton prepared his look at Tamrie Texturelics 1 - Landscapes in the version for regular
Skyrim with extensions. We wrote about the user earlier in connection with his presentation of Minecraft with photorealistic textures and ray tracing. You can watch the video he recorded below. But keep in mind that the video contains more than just ciathyza's texture pack. If you want to achieve the same as in the video,
you can find a list of mods used by the creator in its description on YouTube. The more sets of tamrielic textures must include improved textures of dungeons, villages, towns and caves. You can see the status of the work on this page. If you like the work of ciathyza, you can support the user financially on Patreon. As a
reminder, the first edition of The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim was launched on PC, PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360 in November 2011. The title is still very popular today, thanks among other things to a thriving modding community. Fan projects cover not only the visual side, but also other aspects of the game - from fresh
gameplay elements to new questlines and locations. You can learn more about this throve by visiting Nexus Mods.The Elder Scrolls - official website 4K Parallax Textures for Skyrim + Masks to activate the parallax effect. Claims This mod has no known dependencies other than the base game. Permissions and credits
Credits and distribution permission Other users' assets All assets in this file belong to the author, or are from free to use modder resources Upload permission You are not authorized to upload this file to other sites under any circumstances Change permission You are not allowed to modify my files, including creating bug
fixes or improving features under any circumstances Conversion permission You are not allowed to convert this file to work on other games under any circumstances Permission to use assets You under no circumstances have permission to use assets in mods/files sold You may not use assets from this file in mods/files
sold, for money, on Steam Workshop or other platforms Active use permission in mods/files That earns donation points You are not allowed to earn Donation Points for your mods if they use my assets This author has not given any additional notes regarding file permissions Josh Ezzel for his photographs and
permissionsBla08 for his uploadsTyranids for his uploads This mod is signed up to receive Donation Points Changelogs February 24, 2015 added castlecarvings for whiterun Donations Equal donations Equal donations accepted Check my other mods Your support means the world to me PATREONYou can quickly
change this mod to 2k or 1k with TexturerSomething went purple? Install it according to smim part afterwards. Other ModsBetter descending leavesImmersive Interiors - Window RetextureLittle Rocks RedoneBest Hanging Moss RetextureDescription and installation4K Parallax Textures for Skyrim + Masks to activate
parallax effect. Short version: Download everything and put it in 1 big data file. skyrim\data\ and overwrite. Long version: A mask is a 3D model and data file for an object, and it determines what textures an object uses. Skyrim earth does not have a mask mask 3d model and engine does not allow parallax there. Some
ground is a 3D model though. That's why there isn't always a _p.dds file in my package for some things. Therefore, you need my masks to activate the parallax effect for the respective locations. These masks are compatible with any other Parallax mod, since they all have the same entries to activate Parallax.Textures in
Skyrim are like thatxyz.dds just texture, often called diffuse texture (some with an alpha map) xyz_n.dds it is normal map for depth (and a mirroring map in alpha map) xyz_p, dds parallax card for even more depthI create 4k textures, and if there are additional _p.dds files in my data, it's parallax maps briefly need
improved graphics. Of course, they must be compatible with the diffuse texture. Requirements: Smim, if you don't have it, some things may not get its texture correct. Always back up your files and sorry for the amount of files. 4k takes up a lot of space and I do too much updates to upload 1GB twice a week with a slow
internet connection.Information: ENB: You must have set FixParallaxBugs = true in enblocal.ini.Compatible with PPR or True Parallax Project. Install my masks after PPR as they have much more Parallax enabled Should be compatible with Realistic Water two and it's wet stones. Incompatibility Mods that use their own
masks with altered attributes, for example some quick mods like ELFX should not be compatible with my masks as they use the same. Install them after my stuff, some things can still work. Many times I got elfx masks integrated, though. FAQ / Problem SectionGo any lack of texture? Reinstall the appropriate smim part.
Texture Optimizer: TipsSomething of you might want to use these textures, but your PC is shit like mine. So you use Texture Optimizer to reduce Vram use by changing things to 2K. Unfortunately most start it the wrong way, let me give some hints:1.Don't start by changing 4K Diffuse ! texture to 2K for example: dirt.dds2.
Start by changing the uncompressed normal ! short texture for example: dirt_n.ddsfrom 2K uncompressed to 2K compressed. (8.8.8.8 for DXT5) This will give you more performance than changing diffuse ! texture from 4K to 2K and a better visual experience in my opinion. If you still have Vram problems after this, then
reduce the diffuse from 4K to 2K. Credits to Josh Ezzel, who allowed me to create 4k Textures out of his photographs. Page 2 The purpose of this mod is to give all Skyrim architecture a whole new look by changing its textures to custom ones. Next to the architecture, several other things, such as landscape, dungeons
(ruins, mines, caves, etc.), root things, etc. Enjoy! Page 3 NOW VERSION 0.4! A Skyrim version of my Enhanced Night Sky mod. Changes the stars and galactic nebula with high-quality replacements from stellar photography to a dazzling night sky. Permissions and Credits Credits and distribution permission Other
users' assets Some assets in this file belong to other authors. You must seek permission from these authors before you can use their assets Upload permission You can upload this file to other sites, but you must credit me as the creator of the Change permission file you must get permission from me before you are
allowed to modify my files to improve the Conversion permission You are not allowed to convert this file to work on other games under any circumstances Asset use permission You must get permission from me before you are allowed to use any of the assets in this file Active use permission in mods/files sold You are
not allowed to use assets from this file in any mods/files sold , for money, on Steam Workshop or other platforms Active use permission in mods/files that earn donation points You must get permission to earn Donation Points for your mods if they use my assets This author has not given any additional notes regarding file
permissions Many thanks to Wei-Hao Wang for starfield imagery. Galaxy source image from the European Space Agency Herschel Observatory.Also thanks to Bethesda for creating the base sky texture layer. This mod is not signed up to receive Donation Points Mirrors == Previews ==(by Sartekarian)(by NGF)== Full
Resolution Comparisons ==Galaxy - Stars == WHAT IT DOES==Replaces star and galaxy textures with high-resolution night sky alternatives. Choose from four varieties of fog (colorful, icy blue, aquamarine or green) and four levels of starmark density. Use as a combination, or just the star or galaxy replacement on your
own, if that's your preference!== DESCRIPTION== Enhanced Night Skyrim replaces night sky textures with high-resolution alternatives made from true astrophotography — it only changes the stars and galactic fog background (no other textures are affected, and constellations still appear as normal.) Mod now has four
fog options and four levels of stellar density to choose from. Choose a variant of each to install, or use it either alone if that's your preference. I highly recommend also installing a mod to darken overnight light levels, such as Enhanced Shaders (which is what I'm currently using) or one of the various FXAA Injector mods.
It's not required, but really completes the look for really dazzling nights. Enjoy!== WHAT'S NEW IN V0.4 ==Based on the feedback I've received, this update covers a few things: Added two new galaxy fog variations: Green and Aquamarine. (Why aquamarine? Well, I went for a more intense, turquoise-like color originally,
but because of how the texture is done I could totally get it right and settled on this duller blue-green for now.) Increased contrast of the galaxy alpha alpha alpha so they seem less muddy and much more alive. (Maybe too bright for some, so I've left the old downloads still up.) Added a fourth starfield density level
(Lower), which has far fewer stars than Low, but still more than the game standard. (Now hopefully there should be something for everyone's taste!) A minor fix, but I've also recreated mipmaps on the star textures (should look better for lower resolutions now too.) == INSTALLATION ==Remove folder textures from each
archive in your SkyrimData folder.== UNINSTALLATION==Remove the files skystars.dds and/or skyrimgalaxy.dds from the folder's cloud (everything you've installed). == VERSION HISTORY ==0.1 Initial release0.2 Added mid- and low-density versions.0.3 Fast star textures, modernized density levels, added color and
blue galaxies.0.4 Added green and aquamarine galaxies, new alpha levels for all galaxies, recreated mipmaps for all star levels, added new Lower star density option.== FAQ=Q. Is this mod upset against X?A. This mod should not affect other mods, except those that also change the night sky textures (specifically stars
and galaxy background.) Q. Does this affect moons/aurora/constellations/other?A. Nope, this mod only changes the look of the stars and galactic nebula backgrounds.Q. Is this mod making nights darker?A. No, but you can try Enhanced Shader mod or one of the FXAA Injector mods (or similar) to change your color and



lighting levels.Q. What is the difference between the starfield density levels?A. High is the mod standard where the entire spectrum of stars is visible. Low has a significantly reduced number of stars (but still retains the same overall pattern.) Medium is between the two - not as intense as High, but without as many stars
removed as Low. Lower is the most sparse, with more stars than the game standard, but less than Low.Q. My moon (s) disappeared! What's going on?A. Make sure it's not just a new moon - wait 3 or 4 nights and see if the lunar phase changes. If the moon doesn't reappear, try uninstalling mod, and then reinstalling
again. (This is a strange but rare mistake I've come across with Bethesda's new engine that currently defies explanation.) == ACCOLADES ==Many thanks to Wei-Hao Wang for the starfield imagery. Galaxy source image from the European Space Agency Herschel Observatory.Also thanks to Bethesda for creating the
base sky layer (and Skyrim overall.) == LEGAL ==Contact me before redistributing this mod. Do not use assets from mod without permission. Page 4 videogame_asset My Games Once logged in, you can select up to 12 games that will appear as favorites in this menu. Sign in to see your list of favorite games. See all
games (1,132) Page 5 videogame_asset My Games Once you're signed in, you can choose up to 12 games that appear as favorites in this menu. Login to see your list of favorite games. favorite game. all games (1,132) Page 6 See image Uploaded at 18:36 31 Aug 2019 See image Uploaded at 18:36 31 Aug 2019 See
image Uploaded at 6:45 pm Jan 25 2018 See image Uploaded at 6:44 pm Jan 25 2018 See image uploaded at 10am 7:33 03 Nov 2017 See image Uploaded at 0:18 May 27, 2017 See image Uploaded at 0:18 27 May 2017 See image Uploaded at 0:18 May 27, 2017 See image Uploaded at 23:29 16 Jan 2017 See
image Uploaded at 2 3:29 16 Jan 2017 See image Uploaded at 23:28 16 Jan 2017 See image Uploaded at 1:29 Pm Dec 2016 See image Uploaded at 17:02 16 Nov 2016 See image Uploaded at 3:08 05 Oct 2016 See image uploaded at 17:02 16 Nov 2016 See image Uploaded at 3:08 05 Oct 2016 See image uploaded
at 17:026 20:45 04 Sep 2016 See image Uploaded at 8:06 Am 08 Aug 2016 See image Uploaded at 8:06am Aug 2016 See image Uploaded at 22:09 09 Apr 2016 See image Uploaded at 10:16am Feb 2016 Image uploaded At 9:11 Am jan 31, 2016 See image Uploaded at 16:36 03 Dec 2015 See image Uploaded at
15:47 29 Nov 2015 See image Uploaded at 15:47 0:52 20 Oct 2015 See image Uploaded on 1:24 03 Aug 2015 Page 7 Page 8 videogame_asset My games Once logged in, you can choose up to 12 games, will appear as favorites in this menu. Sign in to see your list of favorite games. Watch all games (1,132) Page 9
videogame_asset My Games Once you're signed in, you can select up to 12 games that appear as favorites in this menu. Sign in to see your list of favorite games. Watch all games (1,132) Page 10 NOW VERSION 0.4! A Skyrim version of my Enhanced Night Sky mod. Changes the stars and galactic nebula with high-
resolution replacements made of star photography into a dazzling night sky. Permissions and Credits Credits and distribution permission Other users' assets Some assets in this file belong to other authors. You must seek permission from these authors before you can use their assets Upload permission You can upload
this file to other sites, but you must credit me as the creator of the Change permission file you must get permission from me before you are allowed to modify my files to improve the Conversion permission You are not allowed to convert this file to work on other games under any circumstances Asset use permission You
must get permission from me before you are allowed to use any of the assets in this file Active use permission in mods/files sold You are not allowed to use assets from this file in any mods/files sold , for money, on Steam Workshop or other platforms Active use permission in mods/files that earn donation points You
must get permission to earn Donation Points for your mods if they use my assets This author has not given any additional notes regarding file permissions Many thanks to Wei-Hao Wang for starfield imagery. Galaxy source image from the European Space Agency Herschel Observatory.Also thanks to Bethesda for
creating the base sky texture layer. mod is not registered to receive Points Mirrors == Previews ==(by Sartekarian)(by NGF)== Full-resolution Comparisons ==Galaxy - Stars == WHAT IT DOES==Replaces star and galaxy textures with high-resolution night sky alternatives. Choose from four varieties of fog (colorful, icy
blue, aquamarine or green) and four levels of starmark density. Use as a combination, or just the star or galaxy replacement on your own, if that's your preference!== DESCRIPTION== Enhanced Night Skyrim replaces night sky textures with high-resolution alternatives made from true astrophotography — it only changes
the stars and galactic fog background (no other textures are affected, and constellations still appear as normal.) Mod now has four fog options and four levels of stellar density to choose from. Choose a variant of each to install, or use it either alone if that's your preference. I highly recommend also installing a mod to
darken overnight light levels, such as Enhanced Shaders (which is what I'm currently using) or one of the various FXAA Injector mods. It's not required, but really completes the look for really dazzling nights. Enjoy!== WHAT'S NEW IN V0.4 ==Based on the feedback I've received, this update covers a few things: Added
two new galaxy fog variations: Green and Aquamarine. (Why aquamarine? Well, I went for a more intense, turquoise-like color initially, but because of how the texture is done I couldn't quite get it right and settled on this duller blue-green for now.) Increased the contrast of the galaxy's alpha channels to appear less
muddy and much more vivid. (Maybe too bright for some, so I've left the old downloads still up.) Added a fourth starfield density level (Lower), which has far fewer stars than Low, but still more than the game standard. (Now hopefully there should be something for everyone's taste!) A minor fix, but I've also recreated
mipmaps on the star textures (should look better for lower resolutions now too.) == INSTALLATION ==Remove folder textures from each archive in your SkyrimData folder.== UNINSTALLATION==Remove the files skystars.dds and/or skyrimgalaxy.dds from the folder's cloud (everything you've installed). == VERSION
HISTORY ==0.1 Initial release0.2 Added mid- and low-density versions.0.3 Fast star textures, modernized density levels, added color and blue galaxies.0.4 Added green and aquamarine galaxies, new alpha levels for all galaxies, recreated mipmaps for all star levels, added new Lower star density option.== FAQ=Q. Is
this mod upset against X?A. This mod should not affect other mods, except those that also change the night sky textures (specifically stars and galaxy background.) Q. Does this affect moons / aurora / constellations / other?A. Nope, this mod only changes the appearance of the stars and fog backgrounds.Q. Is this mod
make nights darker?A. No, but you could try Shader mod or one of the FXAA Injector mods (or similar) to change your color and lighting levels.Q. What is the difference between the starfield density levels?A. High is the mod standard where the full range of stars is visible. Low has a significantly reduced number of stars
(but still retains the same overall pattern.) Medium is between the two - not as intense as High, but without as many stars removed as Low. Lower is the most sparse, with more stars than the game standard, but less than Low.Q. My moon (s) disappeared! What's going on?A. Make sure it's not just a new moon - wait 3 or
4 nights and see if the lunar phase changes. If the moon doesn't reappear, try uninstalling mod, and then reinstalling again. (This is a strange but rare mistake I've come across with Bethesda's new engine that currently defies explanation.) == ACCOLADES ==Many thanks to Wei-Hao Wang for the starfield imagery.
Galaxy source image from the European Space Agency Herschel Observatory.Also thanks to Bethesda for creating the base sky layer (and Skyrim overall.) == LEGAL ==Contact me before redistributing this mod. Do not use assets from mod without permission. Permission.
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